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SHEETSEEKER® - ERGONOMIC PERMANENT MAGNETIC FANNERS

FANNERS FOR SHEET SEPARATION

Permanent Magnet Sheet Fanners with Air Knives allow for ferrous and non-ferrous sheets to be separated in destacking 
applications. While the magnet force will work with all ferrous metals, the air knives separate all non-ferrous metals by 
pushing air in between the sheets causing them to rise up from one another.

FEATURES:
 » Reduce costs and increase safety for destacking ferrous and non-ferrous sheets
 » A magnetic field automatically separates ferrous sheets
 » Powerful air knives automatically separate non-ferrous sheets
 » As the top sheet is removed, the next sheet instantly fans up
 » Assists prying apart sticky, oily, pre-finished or polished sheets
 » Eliminates die-damaging double blanking in automated operations
 » Handle steel sheets of almost any length, width or shape
 » Sheets near the top of the stack separate instantly.

For more information on this product, contact us by phone, email or visit our website to request a Fanner Tech Sheet.

AIR KNIFE FANNERS - PERMANENT MAGNETIC FANNERS

Permanent Magnetic Fanners handle steel sheets of almost any length, width or shape. The sheets near the top of the stack 
separate instantly from a 1/2” to 3/4” gap, depending on sheet thickness and size.

FEATURES:
 » Reduce costs and increase safety for destacking steel sheet stock
 » A powerful magnetic field automatically separates sheets
 » As the top sheet is removed, the next sheet instantly fans up
 » Assists prying apart sticky, oily, pre-finished or polished sheets
 » Eliminates die-damaging double blanking in automated operations
 » Three powerful designs for optimum fanning performance  

- Thin Gauge Fanner (TNF), 20 to 30 Gauge 
- Medium Gauge Fanner (MGF), 12 to 22 Gauge 
- Thick Gauge Fanner (TKF), 7 to 12 Gauge

 » Pre-tapped holes for mounting to your equipment
 » Bolt on angle base plate and handle with mounting hardware included
 » Durable welded construction

For more information on this product, contact us by phone, email or visit our website to request a Fanner Tech Sheet.

PERMANENT MAGNETIC SHEET FANNERS

MAGNETIC PINFANNERS™ - PERMANENT MAGNETIC FANNERS
Use pallet mount Permanent Magnetic PinFanners™ with Hex, Round or T-Slot Pallet Pins in Stacking/
Destacking, Blanking Lines and Press Feeding applications. PinFanners™ can be used to separate curved 
edge or odd shaped blanks. PinFanners™ stay right on the pallet, from the blanking line to the press, without 
any extra set up! Adjustable magnet positions ensure direct contact with the blank for maximum fanning 
ability. Mounted directly to the pallet, PinFanners™ reduce maintenance down time on blanking lines.
For more information on this product, contact us by phone, email or visit our website to request  
fanner Tech Sheet.
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